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This D^. per outlines *:'"ir '^roc?iur=3 tcr sr ^r??. ot. ic c.r.31-
ysis of a microcotnputar s/stem d23igr.9d for personal ase.
It providss a oiexhodolDgy for application identification and
quantification of the baaefits derivsd from the applica-
tions. Empirical decisioa rules ars suggested for the key
decisions of quantity ani mix of software, start-up and
cessation timing, and rasoirce allocation. These rules ara
based upon analysis of marginal oppDrtunitias gained ani
foregone over the lifacycle of taa system. Particular
emphasis is placed upon ths rola of software in th=>
economics of the system. Economies Df scale and sensitivity
analysis are also discussal. The taasis servas as a struc-
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In 1971 Intel Corporacion construrtsd a gaaaral purposa
microprocessor chip in casDonss to i request fcDoi Datapoint
foe a front end processor for their terminals. Dae -o the
long lead time involved iiith the Datapoint application and
with Datapoint» s permissiDa, Entel b=gan selling the chips
on the open market. Two /ersions <f5rs created, the 400U, a
basic microprocessor, aad the 3D33, an upgraded model.
Market response was sliggish and Intel began to lose
interest in the whole project. HD^rver, ii 1975 Mtair
packaged Intel's 3008 in kir forn rfith the S-100 ous and
created the first true nirr oconputsr, the Altaic 3330. The
following year Apple CDnpiters (whin currsntl/ holds 20^^ Df
the microcomputer market) d a.s born ia i garage, in Cupertino,
California. Three other companiss alsD intcroduced their
flagship microcomputer uDdels tiat year. For various
reasons the latter thr = 5 units (^are not Bupported by
consumers and are no longer in production. Commodore,
Heath, and Radio Shac< all introduced thsir inaugural
microcomputers in 1976.
The industry took off luring 1973-1979. Dozens of firms
began marketing their own systems. Drher companies, largs
and small, introduced taeL:: own periphsral equipment compat-
ible with the more popiLar systens. Software vendors
offering both operating systems ani applications programs
virtually eliminated the neei foe uicro usees to learn
programming. Currently l^te magazLna [ Ref . 1: p. 446]
reports that IBM expacts to sell one million Personal
Computers by the end of 1984 ind AppLa estimites there are

U00,000 Apple II models ii use. Apple's salas have l=:vel9d
off at approximately 23,330 systsas per inonta, Ih9 new
siicteen-bit microcomputers will pLi^e the power of a
miaicomputer in a desktop-s izei paokage.
Awed by the technology ani surprised at the lew cost,
users have crowded the conDutec stores in a rash to coiriput-
erize their businesses. [Jeophyte computer owiers discover
that they have failed to adequately analyse their situatioa
before investing. Many are forced to use systems that are
saturated from the start; others io lot have enough applica-
tions to fill the too-of-t he-liie systems they have
purchased; and still others speni excessive amounts of ti3=
deciphering masses of lata generated by poor software.
These people are learning the lessons which maiiframe owners
learned over the past three decades. rhey have succumbed to
the diseconomies of microcomputers.
B. THESIS OBJECTIVES
The purpose of tiis paper is -o provide a set of
economic decision rules for the evaluation of a microcom-
puter system for a single user. Actual decisions are
generally made within the context Df a limited and highly
approximate abstraction o£ the actual situation. The deci-
sion rules contained herein provide structure to these
abstractions. The use of the riles enable comparison
between competing computer systems. The same conditions and
assumptions are extended iniformly icross all systems which
permit value measurement and allow the potential user to
rank the systems on an interval scale. Naturall/, microcom-
puter selection cannot be nade solely on an economic basis,
but an analysis using these techniques can provide input to




This paper will ittenpt tD provide i systsmatic
method for the identification of oni:;rocompiiter applications
for a single user in a small business environmeat. It will
discuss how to extend tha conputinj resource throughout a
large organization; in otier words, how to determine which
levels and individuals of an organization should be allo-
cated personal computers. More importantly, it will attempt
to identify and guantify the benefits to be derived from the
implementation of selected applications. Not surprisingly,
micros are being marketed as just another piace of office
equipment. However, unliic? most: office equipment:, uicrccom-
puters have a set of applications from which the user can
select specific uses depending upoi the software accompa-
nying the unit. The first step in system planning is
identification and evaluation of prospective applications.
The application identification method that will be presented
is designed to be flexible and expandable ,so as to be of use





Another goal of this thesis is the analysis of
effective microcomputer jse. A s/stem can oe perfectly
efficient in that it processes iaformation at the lowest
possible cost but it may aot be very affective. A principle
element in system effectiveness is ttie qualit/ of informa-
tion it produces. The characteristic of gjality as it
applies to information is a composixa of its content, age,
accuracy, and im^portance [Ref. 2: p. 15]. The simplest way
to improve information quality is :o "clean up" input or
output format. For example, the yalLow pages of the tele-
phone book contains higaar jualitf information than the
11

white pages if the nsBC 1= ssekiig a list of all compu*ar
dealers in ths geograptiir area. rtis i.iforma ticL is aiors
efficiently formatted witi respe::;t to the i2sir = d task.
Producing effective infornatioQ on oitput is largely a func-
tion of the software employed. rti2 tradeoffs in software
cost and information quality will be oonsiderei later in the
software costing discussioa.
C. ASSUMPTIONS
This economic analysis is based upon several assumptions
which form a framework for the decision rale. .microcomputer
systems will be the only oomputsrs uiier consiieration. For
discussion purposes a mioroconputer is defined as an eight
or sixteen-bit machine with no more than one megabyte of
main memory that costs less than S13,D00 incliding periph-
erals. At this writing there are approximately one dozen
sixteen-bit micrcs in production. Although nanuf actur ers
have not finalized tiieir price structure for the new
machines, the methodology will be jseful as soon as prices
are set. The use of the Eitel 9083 and 8086 mioro processors
with their one megabyte menory address space in these second
generation micros surpasses the main memory capa:;ity of many
of the more expensive miai computers. Therefore, an arbi-
trary limit $10,303 will be established to help
distingush between micros and minis. This is necessary as
the minicomputer software narket is radically different from
the micro software market.
"•
• Orqaniza tional Assi m£tions
For purposes of this evaluation it will be assumed
that sufficient funds are available in the organization to
purchase the system. In addition, only hardware purchase
will be considered. Tiere are a myriad of lease and
12

lease-to-own plans available, far toD many to roDsiier h&r?.
Furthermcre, these plaas are highly 3 = nsi"*-iv6 (much more so
than price) to dealer o/ersuppiy, aiw product intrsductionr
ani interest rate f luctaations. ZDipjting services provided
by an external vendor will not be CDisidered either. Haftka
ani von Mayrhauser [ Ref . 3: p. 7] p^int out that the buy or
contract: decision is highly depeni^nt upon ttie charging
algorithm used by the ssr/Lce bareau. rheir survey included
five service bureaus and found a wii= variance in computing
costs for tha execution of a benchnark program.
2 • J[I§S2 Assumptions
Finally it will ba assume! that the system must be
buadled as a turnkey operation for i naive user. Unlike ths
large computer operation, th= small systems aser does not
have the time to learn computer operation or the funds to
support £ software or opsntioas staff. The iser, with th?
help of off-the-shelf software, software and systsm docuffisn-
tation, and dealer support, shojli be able to treat the
computer as a black box tiit accomplishes the iesirsd appli-
cation. Programming, ocogramming Languages, operating
systems, and networking protocols ica all beyond the scope
of this user.
D. HETHODOLOGY
While this effort is not meaat to be a treatise on
microcomputer procurement, it is important for the reader to
understand the overall nethod of comoater purchase. This is
necessary in order to sea how ths techniques iiscussed in.
later chapters fit in to tie purchase plan. There are many
different procurement stzicegiss. 3jpton [Ref. %: p. 202],
Bacden [Ref. 5: p- 87], aai Lu [Ref. 5: p. 36] all recommend
various plans for effecti/s small system selection. 3ach of
13

these methods have strong i nd waak pDin.ts. GuptDn's .nethod,
for example, contains a viry thoroLigi discussion of applica-
tion analysis bat does not say much ibout costing. What=var
methodology under consiien tion , opsration of this decision
aid requires three idditional steps; application
identification, cost analysis, and lodaling.
During the applicatioi identification phase a search for
arsas of use which would benefit tha user is conducted.
This paper will suggest a structursi procedure for benefit
analysis. This step will yield a sat of benefits which will
form the basis for the r=3t of tha avaluation. The second
phase, cost analysis, azaminas rha hardware-software cost=
incurred to accomplish tha desirai i ppiications. This is
not merely an axercise in shopping, out a detailed review of
tha incremenral costs involvai in implemantation.
Modelling, the final stap, is tha cotnparison of benefit-
identified in step one with tha costs of *:he sfstem discov-
erad in step two. Usa of "he modsls will also slucidata
start and stop times, rasoirca allocation, and tradeoffs.
These steps are designed to ba rapaated with differant
cost and benefit elemaats to prodiioa the optimam systam.
Tha model acts as an impartial maasjrament tool which helps
cope with tha complexity of the dacision. The results of
each iteration will call attention to areas whara additional
savings may be realized. As discussed above, this method-
ology is not meant to replace standard decision making
techniques, but rather it is dasigisd to augmant good busi-
ness practice. These calculations do aot consider
int ra-organizat ional environmental factors and, thus, cannot
evaluate system feasibility. For axampla, cash flow anal-
ysis of the optimum system can halp the dacision maker
determine whether the purchasa will fit in with his long




A. FRAflEWOHK FOR BENEFIT DETERMINAir DH
Due to the low cost of micrD^Dnputsr systsms and tti =
retail store approach to nirketing liciros, hardware salesmer.
often make grandiose promises ragiriing system ps-focraance.
Unsophisticated buyers ar3 led to believe that a microcom-
puter will solve all their business pCDblems. This passage
frDm Nahil [Ref. 7: P- 7 ] is illustrative of some of th=
claims made to entice prospective ^ustDmers.




U. Make sounder decisions.
5. Help business gro*.
This cost of generalization of bep^etits to be achieved from
microccmputer ase has no leaning ro th2 economist. In order
to demonstrate actual valje of a system, benefits must be
quantified with respeot to each Individual application.
Since the micros are desigaed to be ised by one person, the
personal utility of -he baa ef its mast be taken i-ito account.
1. Market for Benefits within tie Organization
Within each ocgsaization tiere exist areas from
which automation will provide ecoQDiiio payoffs. Each area
must be identified prior to the system design tD enable the
designer to focus his effDirts on optimizing the performance
of that functional area. Problem iefinition is of utmost
15

import as illustrated in this passage from the Ir.fotech
Report on Computing Econonlcs ^Ref. 3: p. 87],
ihen a manager tackles any problem, there is in inherent
assumption that the problem being taclcled is relevant to
the ODJectives of the Dr ganization concernei. This is
an obvious point but Dns that is frequently aissed. No
amount of management skill applied subsequeariy will
help if the initial ciDice of project is wrong or of
aargmal significance.
The effort to computerize must b5 concentrated on the
specific applications that will prDdice the greatest return.
This is particularly true when dealing with aini and micro
sysrems where the coapating resDarce may be limited.
Inherent in this concept is the realization that a tradeoff
point may be reached where it is beieficial to discard the
idea of a minicomputer ani consider a aainframe.
There are many wa/s tD select applications. Needs
statements, requirements iefiniti^ns, ana other methods of
application identification io not consider the costs
involved. A manager aaf require tie system to perform an
uneconomical application i nd then wonder why lis computer
sysrem productivity is sd poor. 3harpe [ Ref . 9: p. 9]
states:
3ost/ef fective ness analysis is very much at variance
with another approach to decision aaking that can best
be termed the ' requirea ents » aporoach." The latter
recommends that the decision-maker (1) deteraine his
requirements and then (2) finl the cheapest way to
satisfy them. Such a proceiure, if followed literally,
can lead to optimal iecisions only bv chance. Indeed
the concept o^ a requirement oz need is coaiplerelv
foreign to an economist. Firms 'need' the biggest and
best computer available. Researchers 'require' an
almost unlimited amount of computer time witti the very
highest priority. Ceitral orocessors 'need* a large
number or peripheral devices to ensure that they will be
used "^c capaci-ty. In saort, need= are either unlimited
or so large they can hardly ever be met in practice.
This trap is easily avoided when working with microcom-
puters. Since each microcomputer is selected for one
16

iniividual's personal use, ths apDlira-ions csn be tailcrei
•to his specific needs. lis key to saroessful Bro-oiir ir.il-
ysis is comparison of tie oosi benefit relations hi? incurred
with each sucessive applioition.
2. Cost Ile_^2.t ADDTDiCh
The first step ii designing an effective uicrocoa-
puter system is ihe identification of specific applications
to be considered. Applioiticn isscriptions aas- be highly
detailed in order -o select Z2= =?propri="= .- = rivare-
software combina-ion. *icchani [Ref. 13: p. 51] states:
ilith -hese simcle , low cost aicroc oinou-er systems, the
business manager can Bininize risks and costs bv
deploying these small incrsaents of conoiter oowef
aaainst specific, well isfinsd ocodIsois in his business.
Jsing the'computer for i single asolication sucn as job
zosz:.r.c , oayroll, or in/entory orb/ides auicc soluticns
to the" real oroolem areas without creaiina new najor
problems.
5y focussing the computi-j power on :ns precise applicaticn,
the decision aaker incrsases ths probability of systen
success. It also provii^s hia wit a sone ir.sigjit as to the
operation of the systems withnn his ^ r::aniraticn .
The military has ievsL:
for detemining costs of procurement projects. All of th =
possible elements comprising systsa lifecycLs costs are
grouped in a logical orier -o proviir a tool in overall cost
analysis C3ef. 11]. It is apparent tnat this aetnoi couli
also be used in identifying po-ential benefit areas in an
existing organization. To perfcra tn= analysis, the deci-
sion maker lists all cost centers rfitiin his d r ganizat ion.
Table I is an-exaaple of a cost alrient listing. It is
critical that the elements be listsi in as small an area as
possible so that proper software can be obtained. Software



































3.2-2. J ob c osting
3-2.3. Research aad ieveloDii = at
3.2.U. Production tracking'
3-3- Training
Accountant", for insranc2, may contain tax and bookkeeping
elements all of which may not be nsairi.
B. QOANTIFICATIOH OF BENEFITS
It is very difficult to placs a dollar value on "he
beaefits generated from miccocoapi ter use. Automation
yields savings in time, improved oizput accuracy, and the
ability to use sophisticatsd analysis techniques which were
13

not feasable prior to tha pur:;ha33 of the compater. Thes?
beaefits can be illustrat = i on a smill scale cy cop^siiericg
tha use of a pocket calculator to balance a chsclcbook. The
tiie savings and accuracy improvenent in this case are
obvious but now the superior computational ability of the
calculator makes it easy fDr the usee to forecast his future
balance and budget accordingly. What was it worth for that
person to be able to plan his budget? Chances are a dozen
people would give a dozen iiff=rent answers. These are some
of the problems that must be considsced when attempting to
quantify benefits.
1 • Ei.l^S.li§. Gene rati 01
Time savings can be expresssd as a dollar value by
estimating the amount of revenue that can be generated over
the amount of time savei. la adiitiDn, some actual costs
such as paper and recoci storage costs cai be reduced.
Thase savings have a multiplier effect if the savings are
reinvested in revenue proiucing projects. It is important
to note that the computer systeii itself dees net raise
reVenue or profits except in the cass of a computer service
bureau. One example of tais methDi cf benefit quantifica-
tion is the case of a tra/el agent. I£ the ageat can reduce
the service time of each client by ising a microcomputer to
automatically print airline tickets the agent can service
more customers. The increased r=v^iie resulting from the
tiae saved by not typing tickets Dy hand is the benefit
resulting from this appLicatioa.
2. Cost Savings
Benefits can also be guantifiad by calculating the
labor and material costs saved. This is particularly useful
if actual outlay for part-time or icn-salariei workers is
involved. Reduction of bookkeeper hours by automated
19

boDkkeeping is an excellent example of this method of
benefit evaluation. Although this procedure is aiuch simpler
than the revenue generatiDi scheme, the benefits may not be
directly translatable into return on invested capital.
Ross, writing in the Iifpt ech Recoct on Computing Sconomics
[Raf. 8: p. 100] relates the case of the BOAC, The airline
showed it cost twice is luch to mite a plaie reservation
after computerization. HDwevec, die to automation ^hey were
able to fly more people on each flight. The aet result was
a 22 percent annual retacn on a $150 million investment.
This account points out the need tD consider both methods
and judge all downstream effects of iu-omation.
C. PROBLEMS IN BEHEFIT Qd^NTIFICAriDH
Problems generated in benefii: quantif icatiDa fall into
two major groups, benefits «<hich cannot be neasured ani
benefits which may or may not accrue. Items in the foraer
category should be listed for subjective consideration by
the decision maker. If he feels thiese benefits are worth
the cost, they may be assigned an arbitrary dollar value and
factored into the decision rule. Benefits which are in
doubt can be assigned a probability of occurance and multi-
plied by the amount which could b2 inticipated to yield an
expected value. Here again the decision maker aasr exercise
caution as the accuracy of these calculations is apt to be
very poor.
1 . Benefits Which 3ann ot be Measured
One of the primacy ua measur eable benefits is the
improvement of information accuracy as a result of automa-
tion. This element is very dependant upon the quality of
input data; the familiac "garbage in-garbage out" principle.
This complicates the decision maker's subjective evaluation
23

of information accuracy. In servi^^-orientsi businesses,
microcomputers can help bisinessaan iiprDve casromer rela-
tions by enabling the smployees to deal with customers
quickly and efficiently. By keepiig the custDmer accounts
on line, employees can talk intelligently with customers
instead of having to look it up and CBturn the call. Errors
in accounts can be corrected on tas spot. Other benefits
which cannot be measured are those affecting pcoduczivity,
efficiency, and business growth citsi aarlier by Nahil.
2. nucerxain Benefits
Forecasting and prediction nay or may not produce
benefits, however th= payoffs fcoi advance information
gained by forecasting can oe excellent. For example, if a
businessman can correctly predict a aarket trend and stock
accordingly, he can reap huge profits. Muller [ Ref . 12: p.
12], in his evaluation of small biisinsss micro applications
mentions the many sophisti catad nuiarical analysis techni-
ques that micros are making available to small business. H=
also comments or. the spreadsheec type of program which
enables the novice to answer many of ais "wha- if" questions
or, in other words, perform sensiti/ity analyses. Many of
the benefits derived from these applications can improve rhe
decision-making power of tie user. All of -hese unceriain
benefits involve situational or axternal factors which
complicate evaluation.
D. UTILITY
The value of the personal compatar is highly dependent
upon the values of the person using it. All of the quanti-
fication schemes discussal above iijst be tempered by the
decision maker's utility function. Figure 2.1 shows the
indifference curves formal by plotting one benefit versus
21

another. Each of thass curves rsprssent lines of equal
utility, or, "iso-utility curves". The expansion path that
the individual will foLlorf as utility increases -ravels in
the direction of the arrow. It represents the decision
ma)cer*s willingness to sxohange one benefit, or application,
foe anorher as the overall system utility increases. It is
important to note that this path may not necessarily be a
straight line. Each individual may ^ave different tradeoffs
at different levels of utility.
Utility must also be considered when dealing with costs
and benefits. Jones (Bef. 13: p. 9 ] defines costs as "disu-
tility producing objects" and has plotted costs and benefits
on indifference curves. The slops of these indifference
curves is negative and oaaasures th= individual's tradeoff
between coszs and benefits. Jones calls this slope -he
"rate of psychological oost benefit substitution". It meas-
urss the individual's willingness to atteapt to gain
additional benefits at sxtra cost. Both these unilitv
considerations translate into a set of ratios or weightings
that must be applied to rhe differ =nt. benefit levels to












The costing disussiDis which fallow will be concerned
not only with the direct rosts but also the iacremental or
marginal costs of the various itsns. The thrse relation-
ships of cost-value, marginal cost-narginal vaLae, and net
value are illustrated in Figurs 3.1 from Sharpe [ Ref - 9],
whsre q* is the optimum. Ths marginal costs are required
for the calculation of optimum Isvals z>t inputs and outputs.
Since the marginal cost is definad as -the chaage in total
cost (C) brought about bf a Dne lait change in output, (q) ,
the derivative equation for marginal 30st is given by equa-
tion 3.1, where output is dsfiaad as trir amount of
conputation. The term valie will Crfsr to the dollar amount
of the benefits qualified in tbr previDus chapter.
Thsrefore, the total valie (TV) Liie in the upper graph in
Figure 3.1 tracks ths increased value of the benefius
created by microcomputer ase. So, as total valas incrsases,
the marginal value (MV) is the cha.igs in total value for a
HV ^ ^7— (eqn 3.2)
one unit change in computation (oitput) , This is illus-
trated in equation 3.2 . Dbviously, the user wishes to gain
tha maximum value at ths linimum -ost. This is equivalent
to maximizing the net valus, total value minus total cost.
Since the goal is to maxinize net val'ie (NV = 7 - C) , ths
optimum level occurs when the marginal net valae is zero.
Consider equation 3.3, whi^h shows that the optiaum can also
2%

~I7 "Z ^"^f ^f <^ (ein 3.3)
be found by setting margiaal costs 2gual to marginal valae.
Figure 3.1 provides a graphic illustration of -hsse rela-
tionships. In the uppac graph, the point of greatest
separation between total cost and total value corresponds to
the point in the center graph whsre the marginal costs ani
marginal values are equal. The loi^sr graph shows -hat at
this point, net value is aaximized.
These relationships ara important in that they form th^
logical basis for determiiing the iscision rulss discussei
below. Each element of the microconputer systaai will ba
discussed separately ii tiis chaptsr. In dsteriiining ^.ha
optimum levels in this chapter, all of the costs and values
associated with tha various elsments will be aaalyzad with
respect to the marginal c ost- raargiial value r alationship.
The i-ndividual element optimal leval will occur at the point
whsre the marginal costs attributsi to that element equal
the marginal values derived from the element. In Chapter
IV, all the elements reguLced 3y the system will be combined
to form the formal system decision rile.
A. SOFTWiHS COSTING
The goal of software costing is to identify each small
area of benefit and tie tie cost of sofrware tD these appli-
cations. Wiclcham [ Ref . ID] reconaends deploying computers
lite chess pieces:
With these simple, low cost micrD::o:tiputer svstems, the
business manager can minimize risks anl costs by
deploying -hese small increments of computing power
against specific, well iefinei proDleais in his business.
_„_ p'




Figure 3.1 Total, Margiaal, and Set Relationships at Optimam,
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t9 .be a. limitation Df marrkat growth. The onajor
limitations at the prasstit time on the expansion of the
narket for low cost basLaess systens are marksting, user
risk, and software cos-cs.
Ths cost of software is /ariabls in that the iscisicn-maker
can control the cost by oontrolliig the number of applica-
tions. This variable nature of software costs is
particularly true when ti2 cost of aardware is viewed as a
fixed cost distributed among all applications. This outlook
is useful as it enables taa separation of hardware and soft-
ware costs and, thus, allows separata consideration of boi;h
elsments. In fact, in taa discussiDn of hardware cost, ths
case will be made to consider software as the only affective
input to the microcomputer decision problem.
^ • Software Ma r ket
Custom software produced by in-houss programmers
will not be considered heca. It is simply not feasible for
an individual using a personal coaputer to require the
support of programmers ani analysts. Instead t.ia discussion
will focus on the purchase of of
f
-tia-shelf , or standard,
software. As with any standardized object, standari soft-
ware may require the user to modify ais practices to use the
various programs. Wickhaa [Ref. 13: p. 51] states that the
usar finds modif ideation of his business objectionable:
The experience to small business suppliers indicates
that standard software is usually not acceptable to the
user without seme modifications. Tie users tend to want
to make the computer coaform to tlieir business proce-
dures and methods. This naturally adds to tie cost and
risk of the new system.
Of course, the user will wish to cailor the microcomputer
system to his specific operations. Unfortunately, the cost
of software modificatioa Is quite high. The user must fight
the urge to add additional cost to the software without
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gaining major benefits, Eideed, tae cost of a small modifi-
cation to a computer progrim often mikes the entire applica-
tian economically infeasible. SDwever, the standard
software market is growing rapidly and there are many stan-
dard packages to select from. Carefal software selection,
aided by the applicatioi elements iientifiel above, can
enable the user to find the "best fit" of software to
applications without major modifications to his routine.
At this point, a brief discussion of the standard
software market is iidicated. I'lis discussion of the
marketplace and the pricing problris faced by software
houses is needed to help the user gain some insight to the
environment surrounding software sBlsCtion. lie process of
creating standard software is highly labor intensive. This
creates an unusual market denand curve as illustrated in
Figure 3.2 which assumes the software house is attempting tz
assign a price for a software package based on. anticipate!
sales (demand). If a software isvelDper estinates a small
demand for the product, ae will raise the price to attempt
to recover his costs. If tae deianl for the product is
widespread, he can lower tae price tD distribute development
costs over the market. In addition to development costs,
standard software houses also pay for the maintenance of
their software. Updates are proviled free or for a small
additional charge to registered owaers of their programs.
Software prices have reaained relatively constant over time
unlike the huge price decreases in hardware. This, once
again, is due to the labor intensive nature in software
design and the lack of breaktaroughs in increasing





Figure 3.2 Standard Software Mirket Demaai Curve.
2« Costing Method
The costs of soft wars fori a step faaction with
respect to the number of appLicat i^ .is involvad. If c^
represents the cost of a pieca of software for application,
i, the total software cost is reprsssnted by aquation 3<.'4,






whsre N represents all applications ::onsid6r = i. Likewise
ths values can be calculatsd as in sanation 3.5, where v. 1=
Software Cost vs. Value
Figure 3,3 Software Cost STaLiie Relationship.
tha value of using one particular place of soft;*ar = . This
leads to the relationship of costs to values as depicted in
Figure 3.3 . Note xhat ao valus is gained until the costs
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of the first place of software tias been realized. Th =
dashed curve drawn throiiga the st^p function represents ths
prDgression of the cost-baaefit relationship.
The next set of graphs, oDntained in Figure 3.1,
illustrate the optimum value of sDftware. The x axis,
applications, is the niiber of applications or quantity
(q^ ) of software to bs Drocuced, This means that q* and
i*, the optimum number de appli::atiDns, wittiin the step
function, are the sams. Tha uppar graph shDws the total
cost of software (C^ ) ani the total value of SDctware (V^ )
versus applications. Frsa the optiuality equations abova,
tha optimum amount of sDfcrfara is th=n demonstrated by equa-
tion 3.6 . In words, ajuation 3.5 says that ^ha optimum
quantity of software is that whi::h sats the marginal net
value to zero. The marginal nat vaLiia, by definition, is
tha marginal value less tha marginal cost, which indicatas
that these latter two values must ba equal at tha optimum
quantity of software.
3. Software SalectiDi and IniD^HItion (^liilill
To round out tha iiscussion on software costing, a
few words must be said with regard tD salaction and informa-
tion quality. As mentioned above, information guality is a
measure of system ef fecti/a ness and, as such, is not consid-
ered in the decision rules. The software is responsible for
handling data within the program ani the effective display
of the processed infornation. Without software that
protects information quality, the value of the processel
data is likely to decline. Naturally, this attribute of tha
software affects software price. Figure 3.5 from Emery
[Raf. 2: p- 396] shows software cost as a function of infor-
mation quality. It is a clear example of tha law of
diainishing marginal retaris. It also underscores the need























iA A % 4 -0 (eqn 3.6)
Figure 3.5 Software 3Dst versus laformatioa Quality.





Microcomputer costing iiffars fuDm mainfraie costing by
mere than just the orders of magQitude invDived. ilost
micros are designed as a single circuit board
("Botherboard") with expaision slots for additional fea-ures
contained on cards. This structur? enables the user to
specify the particular fBatures regiired and, more impor-
tantly, to exclude features nor needed for his application.
Large computers carry many standard features, some of which
are not needed but cannot oe elimiiated for a reduced system
price. This means that ai cro3ompat=rs can be adapted to a
specific function more readily than nainframes which tend to
retain their general purpose :rharaot eristics. It must be
pointed out that the trend in large systems today is toward
specialization and away from the gei^ral purpose mainframe.
Database machines, larg= as wspaper-t y pe word processors, and
industrial robots are a few sxamplas of specialized main-
frames. In addition, mioros are Limited in the amount of
expansion possible whils a mainfraae usually has more slac'c
before the saturation poiit is reaoned. This makes ths
mainframe more forgiving of design aistakes than the micro.
''
• Xk® Hardware Market
The hardware market is otiaracterized by amazing
advances in technology. The computer power of the 1960*3
Atlas mainframe can ao* be purciiased for under $100.
Maaufacturers of microcoa puters have generally upgraded
their products in three basic ways. They have either: a)
held price constant and increased performanoa; b) held
performance constant and decreased price; or c\ introduced a
completely new architecture with brand new features. A
current example of the Latter is tae introduction of the
sixteen-bit microcomputer. Thesi rapid advances in
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technology impact upon lifecyirle calculations of hardware
cost. Also affecting lifscycls cost is th9 recent
Accelerated Cost Recovery Syststn (A33S) method of aguipment
depreciation. Under AZR3, ths cost of a microcomputer used
in a business application can be falLy depreciated over fivs
years. This rapid writs off pro/ides a good degree of
insurance against hardwara selsction mistakes.
Although not readily admittai by microcomputer manu-
facturers, their individual prodicts are parchased bf
consumers without regard to tha statjs attached to the brand
name. Purchase price, not the prastiga of say, IBM, is tha
primary consideration. For axampla, in lata 1982 Appla
Conputers reduced the pur::iase prica of the Apple 11+ model
by approximately 25 perceit. Sharp sales decliaes promptad
Radio Shack, Zenith, ani IBM to maica comparabla reductions
on their similar systems [Ref. 15: p. *56]. This indicates
a high cross elasticity of demand. In fact, these systems
were also experiencing sales pressara from Apple's forth-
coaing shift from MSI to LSI technology and market
anticipation of 16 bit microcomputers. It can ba assumed
that this high cross elasticity maaas price is nearly inia-
peadenr of manuf acmrar , tachiology, and machine
architecture. The primary alement in hardware price is
amount of main memory. Figure 3.5 illustratas costs for
various memory configurations of four popular micros.
2 • Costing Method
The cost of hardware (C^ ) considered hare will
include two elements; tha cost of tia processor (designated
C^ ) and the cost of peripherals {Cp ). Peripherals will
include printers, disk drives, moians, and cards installed
in -che computer cabinet. Processor costs refar to only the
CPU, co-processors, and maaory. This differs from mainframa


























Figure 3.6 Pricss of Four aicrocomputsrs.
th2 y must be considered separately. As shown i.i Figure 3.6,
hardware cost is primarily a function of pemory size.
Therefore, a unit of aeiiDry is a ^Dnveni^nt measure when
referring to the size of the tnirrDcomputer. The memory
required is a function of the applirations selected to run
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on the computer. The memDcy must bs large enough to contain
the program and data. This requir2ii5nt is becDnir.g lass and
less binding as new operating systsus which are capable of
"swapping pages" of memory are introiuced. Swapping is -he
technique whereby main naiiory contains only that amount of
information needed to perform the ~urr=nt prograa step. The
additional instructions aid data are swapped back and forth
from a secondary storage iavics such as a disk. The cost of
peripherals can likewise be considersd as a step function
dependent upon applications. A priitsr or m^lsm will only
be purchased if required by the inteoded application.
At this point, what is nesis! is a way to cost hard-
ware and peripherals as i non-racurring cost while
accounting for the histDrL::al price reduction of the items.
Sii-Dor and Jones [Ref, 15: p- 6 ] provide a good discussion
of this problem:
It is assumed that tiie narkat Dcirs of hardware can be
estimated as a function of timel This function (called
the unit cost estimating relatioiship) , is written i
(t,u). The inclusioa of the tiaa variable aoasls the
observation that hariiare orirrss have chan.ged acst
dramatically over tims. In gensrai, for a given tsch-
iclogy, intuirion (and casual empsricism) suggests that
larke- orices declins over time--=2Cond and third-hand
sales are at lower pricas than first time sales. Thus
the time rate of change (designatai du/it) is generally
negative for computer hardware. The variable u repre-
sents the parameters of the sstimating function.
Tha parameters referred to, in conjunction with the variabls
u, are the parameters that locata the price curve of the
item. For example, if tha price cir/e is linear, then equa-
tion 3.7 shows the equation for tha price curve and u is
M - a A -^ J^ ( 3 q n 3.7)
used to estimate a and b. Eguation 3.3 modifies equation





When dealing wita iiii3rocDinpat9rs, ari additicnal
variable applied to ths unit cost Bs-cimating roiationshi?
will yield the desired tDtal cost. That variable is the
nua ber of units of memory nesded oy the application that
US2S the most lemory (dssignatad H^ i . Therefore tha total
cost of hardware at the tine of start-ap (desigaated Tg ) is
equation 3. 9 . Likewise, where Hp equals the aaximam cost
of peripherals over all a? plications, the cost of periph-
Cp^ Hp ^p\T^, ^p) - (eqn 3.10)
erals at start-up is given by equation 3.13 . It should be
pointed out that where H^ refers zo the aaxinun of one
applica-::ion , Hp refers to the maiiaum over all applica-
tions. For example, Hp is tha sum tot.al of -iae cost of the
printer for application Die; the laiqaage card for applica-
tion two; the disk drive cor application three; and so on.
The salvage value of both hardware types can also be
determined using the unit cos- estimating relationship. In
this case, the time at rfhich production ceases (designated
T^ ) is used -o locate the valaes. The equations for
^^^ ^c^^(T^j ^o) - (eqn 3.11)
S = l-lpj{p (Jl, Mp) (eqn 3. 12)
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salvage values are writtea in equatiDns 3.11 atil 3.12 . Ii
these and all t ime-depenient equatiDns, T^ and Tg- ^z~
calculated based on the present as tine zero.
Summing the two values definai by equations 3.11 and
3.12 will yield Sy , the tDtal hardware salvage value. This
value must be discounted to the prssenr and subtracted from
the costs to yield the net present value of the hardware.
This is accomplished by applying tie appropriate discount
rate (r) as shown in equation 3.13 where C^ is the sum of
/0?V^ ^ C^^'^ ^-t S^^'^ ^ (eqn 3.13)
Cc. and Cp , xhe results of equations 3.9 and 3.10
Selection of the discount rate is left to the iiiividual.
3- Hardware ^ainteiaire CDst
Since software maintenance is performed only by the
software vendors as discussed abovi, the only maintenance
cosus in this scenario ara hardware naintenance costs (C^ ).
These costs are spread over ths satire lifeoycle of the
project and are the only re-urring costs of automation.
Materials such as diskettes and paper are overhead i^osrs and
will not be included in tais analysis. The synbols o^ ani
Pp will be used to designate the price of naintenance of
the processor and periptierals , caspectively. At each
instant of production, ths maintenanrs costs ars illustratei
by equation 3-14, where the zero subscrip-c asans that the
C„ [f]^- (y. p.' UpPp)J^ (eqa 3. ia) .
variable represents any gi/en instant in time. Therefore,
the net present lifecyle maintenance oosts (NPL3^ ) can be
derived by adding all tlis instantaneous valaes by using





-f(H^ p^ . H, P,) e- ""^J^ (3qn 3. 15)
3.15 . This mainteiiari33 CDSt can also bs called ths
operating cost of the systsm.
C. OTHER COSTS
1 , Risks
The risk of failure of an automatsd project mus- b9
coasidered as a cost. E t is n^t qua nzifiabl= since ths
prDbability of failure cainot be es^inated with any accu-
racy. The risk of failure can ds substaatial as this
quD-cation from Levy [Raf. 17: p. 20t»] illustrates:
Small businessmen are usaally mor^ demanding thac other
customers because of-en their, sp.tire business ooeration
ieper.ds on the computar. ...'Neitisr the small ccmouter
business nor its small business cistomer can survive a
uajor financial mistake.
Wickham [Hef- 10: p. 51] agrees:
The risk to the potential first time small business
computer ussr is a lajor detarrsnt to the use of
computers in many casas. Wh=a the busiaass owner
considers the extent to which he is playing 'You Bet
Tour Company' on the successful transition to a new
:;omputer system, he becones very cautious. The risk is
inherent in the managers lack of experience and knowl-
edge in the area of comojters, but also due to the fact
that the system size an! cost is sich that ha nust olace
as many applications as possible oa the systam in order
to justify its cost. This of coursa, further increases
the risk he is taking.
Even with a low probability of failjce, the expected value
can remain quite high since the antira business may iepeni
upon the computer. Haftka [Ref. 3] relates the situation of
a failed attempt by professional conputer scientists to use
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an eight-bix, micro for a structural rigineering application.
Problems arose froma a totally unsxpsoted souroa; rh? micro-
coaputer's eight-bit reprasentatioQ of numbers resulted in
poor data accuracy. rbe micro could not carry the
significant digits needsd for preciss structural analyses.
A corollary to tha risk of failure is the risk of
using a poorly designed sfstem, oas that does .lot actually
meet the needs of the individual. The axpensB involved is
xha opportunity cost of jsing a batter, more effective
method or perhaps improving parfornance by using the old
manual system. Rather than admit failure and i<rite off th=
experience as a loss, asars will oftan forca uhemselves to
usa a computerizad systan. Soma axamples of poor systems
are:
1. Systems that rajuice cont-iniDus data ancoding for
machine readability.
2. Systems producing rluttared oitput.
3. Systems with poor iata iccurary.
4. Programs which forra usars thcoagh many s-eps when a
simple update is all thit is laaaed.
5. Systems which camot be ised without frequent
referral *o instruction manuals.
Since these costs cannot be determinad, they will not ba
included in the decision rile.
2<. Design and St art -id Costs
Design and start-ip costs ara extremely difficult to
quantify. They represent the opportunity costs of the tima
lost while building and in? lemantiag the system. There is
much in the literature iaaling with mainfraaa and larga
system start-up costs, bit thase axauples caniot be scaled
down to apply to microcoup uters. This is due to the fact
that most of these costs are incucrad by coaputar systai
professionals, not the system user, a relatively unskilled
layman. One of the primacy eleraants in this cost category
Ul

is the expense of convsrting flat paper files into a
coiputer database. Thars ars thcsa basic methods of fiir
conversion; mass conversiDn, convsrsion at tiii5 of account
service, and conversion Df new accoants. The latter two
methods carry an additional burden of having two systems in
operation simultaneously. For purposes of the decision
rule, these costs will not be considsred. If accurate esti-
mates of these expenses can be obtained, th=y should b^




IV. DECISIDM ROLE DEVELOPMENT
Now that the costs md benefits have beea measured,
development of a set of iacision ruL=s to pernit Dp-imiza-
tion can begin. The pravioas ::hi?ter discassed optimal
levels of hardware and softwars Scpirately. This is useful
for a general explanatioi of the optimum amoup.us but does
not cover the specific comb ina-icn ia datail. The decision
rules are based on the technique of linear pcDgramming zo
achieve optimization. Ths form of ttie linear program seeks
to maximize or minimize ai objective which is a function of
one or more decision /iriables, sabject zo a set of
coQS-raints. The initial decisions on quantity and mix,
tiling, and allocation form constraints on the primary
economic decision rule.
A. DECISIONS
1 . Ctuantity and Mix
The quantity and mix decision attempt.3 to optimize
the amount of hardware ani softwarr purchased. Since the
amount of software drives the decision on how much hardware
to procure, the mix decision is trivial. How=yar, ::he cost
of additional hardware does affect the decision on how much
software to purchase. Soma marginal measure of value change
in relation to a change in the quantity of software is
needed to calculate the desired quantity of software. The
section on revenue generation in Chapter II noted that the
microcomputer does not actually 002tribut.e revenue to the
user but produces benefits which have a measarabie value.
Assuming this value is created by the machine (with the






^which defines this value ^reatiDn. The target measura
can be expressed by the whangs ia tti= production function
with respect: to the change in ths quantity Df the sole
y^,
(ein U.1,
input, software. Equatioi U.I is th= resultant aeasure. It
shall be called the marginal valua product of software
(il!7P ). This is at varian::e with th2 traditional dsfinitioa
of marginal value product which rafsrs to the specific casa
of the marginal revenua produ::t of \ good. 3Dwever, the
term marginal value proiu::t will be ised here to underscora
tha facts that: a) no physical prDduct is produced (henca
marginal physical product is inappropriate); b) the system
generates no direct revenae (whicti naans marginal revenua
product is not the corract termi ; and c) the benefits
produced have a measurable value. liiarefore, marginal valua
product seems to be tha nost corract term for this unigua
case alrhough it is not tia textbook dafinition.
The marginal incrsase in software ma^ raguire an
adiitional amount of hardware and increased maintenance, 3o
tha net present value of the hardi^are must ba considered
along with the acquisition cost of ttia software which will
form the opportunities foregone by tia project. The acqui-
sition cost of the software (C^ ) frDm equation 3.4 is added
to the net present valua Df the hardware from aquation 3.13
and the lifecycle maintenance cost as figured in aquation
3.15 . Therefore, the overall net opportunities foregone
(which will form the numerator of the decision rule) are
c,*c, ^^'^"-s,





foand by equation 4.2 . Ndw by applying tha lifecycla







4.2 the formal decision rale can b= isrived as aquation 4.3.
Tha marginal value product of aguatiDn 4.1 is dividsd by one
to form the denominator dE the right hand sida of equarion
4.3 . Thus the right hand sida is the net opportunities
foregone divided by the marginal ^aLis product or, the net
opportunities foregone at the margin. Tha left hand side of
equation 4.3 is the lifar/cle margiaal value Df the system
as found by equation 3.2, where th? quantity of the input,
q, in equation 3.2 refers again, to the sole input, soft-
ware. In words, the optimal quantity of software will ba
purchased, 2ElHi§ Es,Si^!iIr when tha marginal present lifa-
cycle value of the system aquals the margiaal present
lifecycle cost of the systam maasurai in terms of software.
2 . Tim j^n
a
The decision on when to begi.i microcomputer opera-
tions is very important. As discussed in Chapter II, tha
price of hardware has da-reased graatly over time. rha
tiaing decision rule accounts for the net opportunities
gained and foregone at tha margin by starting operations at
tioe Tg and ceasing operations at tina Tg . The aarginal net
opportunities gained at 143 is the value of tha system less
tha operating (maint enaacai costs. Equation '4.4 is derived




to the present. Now ejuation U.U nast be decreased by the
cost of not delaying pumase in i aarket where the prices
ar2 falling. As mentioiei earlier, Sia-Dor and Jones desig-
nated tills price reduction as au/dt. Adapting this notation
and substituting the relevant variables yields equation U.5,
the representation of the costs of purchasing hardware at
— u. * r I.
^' (eqn 4.5)
tiae T^. Since prices ire falling, equation 4.5 should
yield a negative value. The lext procedure is to add equa-
tion 4.4 and 4.5 to form equation 4.6, tne total
(y-^.p^-^ppp'zF^'^^* ^"^ / (eqn 4.6)
opportunities gained at -ime T^. Now that the opportunities
gained have been adjustel for the opportunity cost of ths
purchase time, equation 4.6 can be oilled the time marginal
net value plus the tine marginal acquisition expenditure
adjusted for opportunity o ost. Note that hare again the
values of the hardware variables refer to that amount of
hardware needed to impleient the applications for which
software is obtained.
The opportunities foregone at the margin are simply
what could be done elsewhere with tie funds invested in the
system. This figure is obtained by multiplying system cost
from equations 3.9 and 3.10 times ;he appropriate rate of
return. Therefore, equation 4.7 represents the net opportu-
nities foregone due to system starc-up. Equation 4.7 is
also called the time margiaal interest value on acquisition
expenditure opportunity cost. Since the optimum is defined
as the point where the ne- marginal value is zero, setting
the marginal opportunities gained (marginal valie) equal to
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f-r- -\\ - '^ aJc^^ ^. ^c('7i,i^V ^p^/t^, mX\ e Uqr. 4.7)
the marginal op portuniti=3 foregoQs (marginal cost) will
produce the iesired decision rule. Equation 4.3 is formed
.^Ts
by seating equation 4.5 equal to equation 4.7 . The
discounting factors on either side Df -he eqi=lity sign
cancel out. This means tie results leed no- be expressed in
now year dollars. The de^isi^n rile can now be sra-ed as:
the optimum time to begin system jse, 2ili£i.§. 2ii=k!il/ ^ =
when the time marginal let value plis the time marginal
acquisition expenditure ai justed for opportuniiy cost equals
the time marginal interest value on acquisition expendi-ures
opportunity cost.
The decision rule on when to cease operations 1=
computed in exactly the same rfay except now tie opportuni-
ties are gained and foregone by continuing opera-ions. The
system end time (T^ ) ie ised in place of system start time
(Tg) . Also the cost of software realized at start time now
appears as a charge against systen value. r^is as3;i.iie3
software cannot be sold rfith the system. Equation 4.9 is
/m.. ,, J^^^
e,-^ '=.
the result of these changes. Equation 4.9 states that the
optimum time to cease system operation, ceteris 2^24£]i§/
occurs when the time aarginal systen value plus the time
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marginal hardware salvigs valus aijusted for oppcrtunit/
cost equals the foregone time nargi.iil interest valu9 of -ha
hardware,
3 • Allocation
The allocation is^lsion rule aeasures opportunities
gained and foregone at tie margin by using the computer
system. In this discussion ths terns value and revenue have
sone importaDt impl icatiois . Recall that microcomputer us3
in and of itself does not generats revenue but rather save?
cost and time. The time savings has a value in that th=
extra time can enable tha user -o g=i9rate r5/=nue for th=
firm. Therefore, the opportunities gained by using th9
system will be called valis. If tie user is loz asing the
system, it is assumed he will be eigaged in some activity
that will produce revenue for the fin. Hence the opporr.u-
nities foregone by the user using the system are the
revenues he could have generated if he were not using the
microcomputer. The term revenue will be used rfh^n speaking
of the opportunities an iidividual can gain '.without using
the micro. As will bs shown later, plots of revenue and
value over time form different curves. It is the nature of
these differences that permit caioilation of the optimum
time allocations. A brief discussion of revenie generation
in a small firm is required at this point to amplify the
distinctions between value and revenie.
Unlike large compiting systeas serving many users,
personal computers are lot in continous use. They are
designed to serve a single user ani, thus, are used in much
the same way as a telephone to accoaplish a specific task.
Therefore, the user shouli develop some insight on how much
tiae to use the system ani how to allocate thit time among
the various applications. This, of course, is highly depen-
dent upon the nature of the market affecting the user.
U3

Coasider the case of i small business operating in a
perfectly competitive marcst. This is a valii assampticn,
for although an industry may be iDuinated by 3, few large
firms, the market segment for the raaainder of suppliers may
operate under perfect competition. .Mansfield * Ref - 18: p.
127] states that under perfsct competition a firm will
possess demand and margiial revenis curves that are hori-
zontal and equal. The liie labelled MR in the lower graph
of Figure U.I shows Mansfield's marginal reveaae curve over
tiie. Therefore, assuming the potential computer user dedi-
cates more time to revenus generatioi, the best that can be
expected is a monotonic ia::rease in total revenue over time.
This linear increase in total revenue (TR) over time
(t) means that the time narginal rsvenue or marginal oppor-
tunities foregone by systsa use reprssented in equation U.10
reduce to a constant ((y) . The timi marginal opportunities
(value) gained by using tia system, iowever, have a point of
diminishing marginal returns as showi by Figure 4.1 . Th9
marginal value curve in Figure (+.1 las an equation as shown
in equation U.11 . Naticall/, tha user will perfcrin th^
function that has the largest margiial contribation tc his
firm. There is some time, shown on Figure 4.1 as t*, when
the marginal revenue of non-use are greater than the
marginal value of using tiis system. At this point the user
will stop working with t'aa computer and begin ravenue gener-
ating activities. The d2::ision rula is then, the optimum
amount of system use is a::hieved, SiLinis 2§£i:^ii§# when the
time marginal revenues gainei from not using the system
equal the time marginal values 0? system use. It is
expressed by equation 4, 12 where use time, t, is less than
T, the total time the system is available.
Now that the optimum amount of system use has been
identified, the user must try to maximize the total and









Figure 4.1 Value-P.evenaa Relationships in a Small Firm.
44 - oc ^ MR (eqn 4. 10)
Referring again to Figars 4,1, th= user will attempt to









J/ y/ - (eqn ^.12)
selecting the amount of t-lae ttis virious programs are to be
executed on the microcomputer. This procedurs enables tha
user to attain the maximum 7aLa=? from the system.
Maximizing system valus ran be expressed as an integer
program with equation '4. 12 as a constraint. Integer
prDgramming is the proper technijas since an application
program has no value unless it is completed. The program
is:
Max Z = X, /t, V, > x^/tj^ v^+ X3/t3 V3+. . . x^ /t^ v^
By choice of: x, , x^ , x^ , . . . Xjj,.
Subject to:
X,/t, + X^/t^ ^ X3/t3 +. . . X^/t^ = t*
t < r
and noi -ne^ativit y.
In the integer program, the x values are the decision vari-
ables which represent the optimum amount of tins to run each
application (the subscripted v variaoLes), Th= subscrip.ted
t variables represent the run time of aach application. The
quantities x/t are then the amount of run time divided by
the required run time to yield ths number of times each
application should be ran in time t*, the optimum amount of
system use time. Equation U. 12 appears here as a constraint
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as a reminder that the optimum amouat of system ase tijie has
already been dstermined aii caanot ba violated. Nctic^ that
hardware costs play no part in tha allocatiDa decisions.
Siace the investment has already beei made, thBss costs are
known as sunlc costs and are not relevant to the decision.
B. SYSTEH DECISION ROLE
The system decision rule attempts to maximize system
value by selection of both hardware and softi^are. It is
expressed as a linear projram encompassing many of the equa-
tions previously discussal. The rule calculates the maximum
value zh.3.t can be achieved ay the system unier optimum
coaditions and provides the basi3 figures for lifecycle
cashflow analysis. The system decision rule is:
max Z = /V e dt- 3^ - C^ +3^ - jZ^^ it









.-I eqn 3.11, 3.12
eqn 3.14
Ch = HcUc(Tq,u^) HpJp (rB,Up)
S/ = H^Uc.(TErU^) + HpJp (r^^Up)
Cr»7 = H^Pt + Hppp
Tfl < Te
and non-negativity.
Notice that this is not a marginal computation, but a
straighrforward accounting of system value. All factors are




Sensitivity analysis identifiss those variables within
the decision rule which introduce the greatest amount of
change in the final out^ona. Two variables which introduce
great fluctuations in the aquation are interest cats (r) and
lifecycle (t) . These serve as magiifiers of the recurring
costs and can introduce wile variations in the results. The
lifecycle figure can ilso have great impact if workload
growth over the lifecycle exceeds the amount allotted for in
hardware size. The rule should be recalculated with several
sets of lifecycle and rate values rfhile keeping zhe other
decision variables constant. This will help identify
possible alternative solutions.
The quantity of software produ::ei is another variable
which has a large effect Da the decision rule. Since hard-
ware is selected to fit the software, the quantity of
software determines both processor ind peripheral costs as
well. These costs in turn are usei to figure hardware main-
te.iance cost, a recurriij cost throughout the lifecycle.
This means that the initial selectiDn of software is crit-
ical not only in the value ie termination previously
discussed, but as a cost factor thit is the basis of many
other computations. In addition, nost of these costs are
incurred at the systea start tine and are not greatly
affected by discounting. This "front loading" of costs in
now year dollars means a substantial commitment is at risk
in the project.
D. ECONOMIES OF SCALE
A final topic in this economic analysis concerns econo-
mies of scale. Assuming the user is about to procure a
microcomputer, the question of whether greater savings can
be achieved by moving to a larger scale computer is germaine
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to this discussion. Sines the micro i:=present3 thG S3i=.ilsst
scale computer, the existince of BroaDmies of scale shoali
dirtate against a small :rDmputer parchase. The issue of
economies of scale was first postulated by Herbert Srosch i?.
the 19U0»s. Grosch's lanf states that computer equipment
average cost decreases substantially as size increases.
Shirpe [Ref. 9: p«315] iaterpreted 3rosch*s law in the form
of equation U,13 where Z is system 30st; E is if fectiveness
Qx Ky ^ (eqn 4. 13)
(performance, speed, t.hro ughput) ; a?.d K is some constant.
Subsequent findings by Solomon [Ref. 19] and Knight
[Ref. 20] indicate Grosch's law applies more to scientific
computing and other CPJ Latensive processing than business
applications but is gensrally true over a wide range of
computing uses. Does this mean that diseconomies are auto-
matically introduced by th= very nature of small computers?
Hardly; these findings are all based on large operations
where there is a continuous job strsam. The personal use-
has perhaps a dozen applications, not nearly saough to Iceep
a mainframe busy. Economies of scale do exist, but only





This papsr is an initial attempt tD clarify the benefits
gained by microcomputer usa . Thsrs is a surprising lack of
literature on the =conoai::3 of small systems. !l3st of these
eqaations are based on information gained by stjdying large
systems and applying it tD the small system market. There
is a great deal of literature offering g=a = ral, non-
parametric advice to the personal coipater user.
Unfortunately, most authors prefer tD discuss hardware and
overlook the real value-producing Dbjsct, software. This
hardware orientation rssilts in situations like that of
Standard Oil of Indiana. Standard spent a great deal of
tiae and money selecting the best microcomputer for use by
their executives. Ths riilminatiDi Df this effort was a
lengthy report on microcomputers * Rsf . 21] and inclusion of
'the approved systems in thsir gualified pcDducts list
[Ref. 22]. This means tiat exe^atives are authorized to
purchase any of the qualified systams with no giidance as to
effective software. In terms Df the decision rules
discussed above, this is clearly a mistake.
This paper presents the aypothBsis that production of
value using a microcompatsc in/olvss only one input, soft-
ware. Hardware is obtained only as a device to accomplish
tha software's work and its sizB is dependent upon the
requirements of the software. In tais setting, hardware is
analogous to a catalyst in chemistry; the presence of a
catalyst is required for a reaction but is not actually an
input. The decision ciles reflect this assumption by
relating the costs of hardware to the amount of software
required. Since memory las become iacreasingly less expen-
sive and microprocessor speeds increased, programmers have
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become less concerned eddut limitiag progran 3iz3. rii3
hardware costing decision r-ilis snDrf -.ha* a savings can be
gained by keeping nemory -= quire men is low.
Here empirical researzii is needed to help aeteraine how
value is produced by a aiicror omputsr. If tae production
functions of various mioro3 omputers oin oe expressed scono-
oetrically, it would reiice the ooiplexity of soae of the
decision rules and proviis some hiri numbers zd worJc wiih.
Also, the effect of various pir3=5 of sof-ware on the
econcmic decisions is not cleirly uiisrstood. More basic
research into the nature of iafornation quality is needed.
For example, what are the oppcrrunit/ :;osts gaizsd ani fore-
gone when selecting an iccoiinting software package froa
vendor A instead of vendor B? The answer depends upon th9
valuation cf the effectiveness of tie two competing software
packages. At this ti35 no eapicioal inethod exists for
measuring effectiveness of quantities of softw=r3.
Consideration of tie recreatioial value of :"iorocoa-
puters hcs been purposely excluded from the decision rule
since the hobby applioa-ion does not contribute to tn9
firm's revenue. This may not Or a valid assunption.
Evidence exists that oonputer cower in the aands of the
individual has some value to tae U3=r =s a perjaisit? cf his
position. In fact, in a Business i|=k article on marketing
small computers [Eef. 23: p. 78], 'farren Winger, chairman
and owner of the Compu 5hop chiin observes.
Personal computers are very muon like single encine
business aircraft. They'r= bojgit for business, but
aost cf the activity it smaller: airoorts is on the
weekend.
If there is no demonstrible 7alur gained by such recrea-
tional use, there is at Dsst some ps / oholcgical benefits or
image enhancement to be gained dv the user ay naving a
computer system at his disposal.

The importance of systsms analysis cannot ds over-impha-
sized. This paper has sugges-ced i systematl:: method for
anilyzing benefit elemeats designed to tailor the microcom-
puter to the individual. To ichiiVB the maxinui bsn-^fit it
is essential that the applications be clearly identified.
This method of benefit analysis attempts to combat the
unknown quantities mentioasd abova in an informal, i. e.
noa-mathematical , way, al3eit within a well-spe:;if iad frame-
work. Most of the variables used ia the decisiDn rules are
based on the selection Df effective software to meet the
individuals' needs. All the software in the worll will be
of no value if the user ioes not iiderstand the nature of





V = value obtained.
TV = total valae.
TC = total cost.
MV = marginal value.
MC = marginal cost.
NV = net value.
R = revenue.
TR = total revenue.
MR = marginal revenus.
V^ = value obtained froa softwars.
c^ = cost of one appliciticn.
V;_ = value of one application.
q^ = quantity of software-.
Ci = cost of software-
Ck = cost of hardware.
C^ = COST of processors.
Cp = cost of peripherals.
u^ = a unit of processor.
Up = a unit of peripheral.
Hg = total amount of processor raguired by software.
Hp = total amount of peripherals ceguired by software.
Sc = salvage value of processocs.
Sp = salvage value of peripherals.
Sy = total salvage valas.
C^ = total cost of maintenaace.
t = lifecycie.
T = amount of time in lifecycie (t) that tae system can
be operated accountiag nor mainteiance down time and aser
time off.
Tg = time of system cessatiDn.
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Tg. = time of system stirt-up,
t^ = time required tD complete application i.
r = discount or interest rate.
(p^ = microcomputer production fiiPx^tion.
p_5 = price of sof-ware.
p^ = price of processor maintenaawa.
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